Montreal's Duplexes and Triplexes
Andrea Kenn~y

nineteenth century duplexes and
triplexes of Montreal generated a unique residential
urban environment and shaped the identity and
image of the city. Montreal's residential streets consist of row upon row of these town houses with their
characteristic steep staircases running up to the top
floors. Popularized in the building industry at a time
when affordable, high density housing was badly
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needed, th~ row houses remain an ideal type of
urban housing for many economic and cultural reason). I lived in one of these row houses, and experienced fir~t hand the benefit• of this type of home
which b recognized as truly Montreal (fig. I).
Montreal's town houses are unassuming but
they dominate the urban residential scene. The strategy of stacking houses one on top of the other was
introduced by British colonists, and it quickly caught
on in Montreal. By 1880, row house construction
accounted for the majority of building projects in
the city.
In the thirty years before the twentieth century,
Montreal's population almost tripled resulting in a
tremendou~ building boom .I This population incr~e was due

to the attractive employment opportunities in the city a~ workplaCl."S became industrial·
ized.2 A vertical type of standardized housing, specifically the three and four )tory multi-family town
house, wlvcd the problem of how to cope with this
intense residential demand.
Unlike their I'uropcan counterpart~, the de.~igns
had to addre~s the har~hnc~s of the Quebec climate.
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f lowt."Vcr, similar to the town houses of Europe, those
in Montreal had to guard against the threat of fire
and provide for the needs of the working cla~s. With
m.m produced components, the homes could be realized quickly and economically; a low ·cost type of
housing resulted, affordable to rural immigrants be

ing paid low wages in the city.1 The houses were also
sturdy and safe. Efficiently constructed with inexpensive materials, they featured wooden beam frameworks with brick in fill to guard against the threat of
fire and storm hazards as well as to provide insulation during the cold winters and hot summers.•
Building trade artisans, and entrepreneurs, local
shopkeepers and skilled workmen all contributed to
the construction of Montreal's townhouse
neighborhoods.'
The origins of the narrow town house form are
to be found in fortified medieval cities where
circumvolution restricted city areas.'! n Montreal, the
three or four story double or triple units were built
on standard lots of 14.3 to 15.2 meters by 26.5 to 29
meters with two dwelling units per lot. Additionally,
a bylaw of 1865 imposed certain limits on the size of
these type.~ of dwelling units: a multi-family dwelling
could be no wider than 9.1 meters if freestanding or
7.6 meters if built in pairs or rows. To av01d the high
costs of masonry firewalls, builders opted to construct
two superimposed flats, sometimes as narrow as 3.7
meters. This resulted in the stacking of affordable
homes at high densities.
Although the duple.'<es and triplex~ were largely
aimed at the low-income market, they also responded
to the needs of other of income group~. The unit in
which I lived would have been considered a luxury
duplex, consisting of two full floors of living space
per family. Traditionally, each family occupied a sin gle floor. The desirable upper floor belonged ro the
owners of the house, and tcnJnts or extended family
would occupy the umt below. In a three-story duplex,
the two top floors constituted one d'•elling wtth the
third floor l.tid out under a mansard, gabled or flat
roof.
The three-story type was the most common becau.,e it satisfied two different residential m.ukets with
the ~maller unit on the ground floor (o r the lower
income family. The prevalence of this model g.m::J\Iontreal its di~tinct ive' erticJI stratification.• A dwell ing with three stories wa.' built with a staircase ll':tding
to the entr.mce landing at the second \lure) (fig. 2).
Lucr,t he trip lex dwelling model was built tor the work
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ing cl~,. hou.,ing either one family per floor, or one
family on the bottom floor and two families on the
two upper tloor\, dividing the buildings lengthwise into
narrow apartmenb. With internal divisions, the duple>. and the triplex could yield a four-plex and a sixplex re~pe<:tivel), or odd number variations (fig. 3 ).
Inside t h e~e narrow houses, there is a standardized layout of room~ distributed along the length of
the building. In a typical one story Oat, the living room
and bedrooms are located on the street side with the
kitchen and other utility rooms facing the backyard
or lane (fig. 4) . .-\duplex apartment has an entrance
V('l;tibule and li,·ing room at the front and the kitchen
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with a dining room at the rear, similar to the triplex.
The bedroonb are located on the ground floor for
the lower unit and on the top floor for the upper unit
(fig. 5 ). Lane:. running the length of the block behind
the row of homes allow access to the utilities of two
row:. of housing. Courtyards between the more luxurious duplexe:. and their old coach houses are accessed
at the ground floor and can be reached from the upper floors by staircases off balconies or fire escapes.
Often, a storage room above the coach house was
linked to an upper unit home by a catwalk. Dwellings
without this coach house used to have a rear shed in
which to store coal or other items.'
Attached to other apartments on either side, the
dupla and triplex are somewhat limited in their options for room orientation. However, this type of plan
has manr advantages. The single story apartments
usually have an open plan arrangement while apartment:. with two floors are only two rooms deep, each
v.ith high ceilings and tall windo..,.'S, allowing for sunlight to filter in. In some houses, skytights provide
light into the interior rooms of the top story. Advantageously, the light-maximizing layout of rooms allow for cross ventilation through each floor of the
dwelling unit- much appreciated during a hot and
humid Montreal summer.
Other innovative advantages of these town
houses are inherent to their vertiCal organization.
Fi~tly, the stacked units conserve heat well as warmth
is shared between apartments and not lost to the outside. With only two narrow, exposed building fa~des
the heat Ios\ is minimal compared to a dettached
dwelling. Secondly, the narrow street frontage allows
for greater affordability with a reduced land co~t for
a smaJler lot si1c and consequently, less cost for servic~ such as sidewalks, aqueducts, sewers, gas and electrical line~. finally, this compact, vertically attached

housing helps control the rate of urban sprawl. In the
past, this helped to preserve the outlying land~ that
were used for agriculture. 10 This land use efficiency is
Important now as Montreal grows outwards and has
less inner city land available for development.
There are many notable elements that make up
house fa~adcs, distinguishing them from the
row
the
row houses of other cities. Of aU these, the outdoor
staircase is the hallmark element, and is also the most
symbolic. The outdoor staircase has an entrenched
symbolic history: during the Middle Ages, the use of
ladders in European town houses provided access to
upper floors; only the rich could afford the luxury of
an mner staircase. 11 Centuries later, m Montreal, the
location of the staircase still reflects the social and
economsc position of the inhabitants. The development of steep, winding staircases, leading to small
front balconies, became popular in Montreal at the
end of the nineteenth century (fig. 6). The front staircase leads to a landing, which doubles as a small balcony and becomes a natural extension of the apartment. This feature was originally attractive to the recent immigrants for whom these dwellings were designed, reminding them of the porches and verandahs of their rural dwellings. 11
Although the units may be generally uniform in
plan, each duplex and triplex can vary tremendously
from one to another due to these balconies and staircases. These small idiosyncrasies set Montreal's town
houses apart from their European counterparts,
which were designed to have a uniform exterior, as it
was the fashion to emulate palatial buildings. ~
A notable characteristic of Victorian town
houses that were located in the wealthier residential
districts was the flamboyant architectural treatment
of fa~ades on saw-tooth silhouettes. H As the
town houses were built, diversity was ensured by different rypes of cladding such .1s red brick, glazed brick
or greystone and various ornamentnl combin.1tions
that "can be seen in no other architecture" (fig. 7)."
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In some cases, the stone veneer had designs etched
into it. The elaborately decorated fu\ades were intended to an1mate the streets and draw attention JW3)
from the street-side windows. Meanwhile, in contrast
to the adorned fu~ades of the Britbh-style grcystones
of the wealthy, the fapdes on the row houses of the
F-rench workmg class were u~uall)· quite Justere, with
dormer windows and cornice details to provide some
decorations on the mansard roof. The nMn~arJ roof
in particular added .1 distinctly French fiJvor to these
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duplexe~ wmplementing the hea~·y British overtone:.
in a classicaltr Montreal mingling of styles.'• Tin cornices were used to disguise firebreaks on the roof until191 0 when a brick parapet was introduced.~" E,·entuallr, indu trialization made these aesthetic additions
easy to manufacture, and decoration became an affordable option. Even the low cost homes became
more ornate. The very nature of the town house, after all, being street orientated and outward looking,
places an importance on the appearance of the
fa~des. The town houses are a li,eJy presence on the
street!. of Mon trc:al with their \·arying fa!fades, enriching the pedestrian experience, as well as conveying a
ker part of the city's r~idential history.
Although town houses have existed for centuries in many citie~ in the world, the duplexes and
triplexe:. built in Montreal in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century are of singular presence. However, currently, with the spread of irresponsible development in the downtown, the original stock of town
houses is being swept away; and with it, its economical
merit and historical value. Yet there is still a way to preserve our heritage a~ my own personal experience
show): the row house in which I lived was recently sold
to new owner~ who an: now in the process of renovating it They are preserving the original structure and
updating all the facilities. Unfortunately, their exten~ive work on the building forced me to move out, bull
know that when fini,hl-d,the house will once again be
a haven for downtown urban living.
No1e: I owe mU4h 1o 1hc l.t1c l'rnfCUQr Norbcn Sd!om•oer of 1hc
M<<,iJI Sc:hool of Ar<htle(lure, who"' "Uu.1ory of Hou~mg" •nd
"llousing Titemy" duso on•cd u ootilly.t> for thi~ ultdc.
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